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Abstract
Background Massive bleeding and shock are complications of 

system.
Objective

Methods A prospective

manifestations were examined in patients during their hospital 
stay. Univariate and Cox regression analyses were performed 

Results

Conclusion
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Iand the disease is becoming more severe. 

Massive bleeding and shock are the most 

mortality. Even though in general the mortality of 

4

5 This condition was 
a result of difficulty in predicting the clinical course 

bleeding manifestations. One factor that contributes 
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to delayed early detection of shock and bleeding is 
that no laboratory tests can be used as a predictor of 

Impaired hemostasis and vascular leakage 
are believed to be the main pathogenesis and 

platelet disorders and coagulopathy.  There are 

of patients have been scarce.  A study by Wills et 
al,11

Methods

We conducted a prospective cohort study between 
March 1st st

discharge before the evaluations were made. 

size for both the risk group and the control group. 

each group. We obtained parental written informed 
consent from all participants. The study protocol was 
reviewed and approved by the Ethics Committee of 

Indonesia.

rd th th

day of fever. Between the 5th th

as a clinical outcome. Bleeding was classified as 
spontaneous bleeding on the days of observations 

Figure 1. Scheme showing study design and results of APTT and PPT study results
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the day when bleeding manifestations appeared. Cox 

Results

two parameters so that we could compare these with 
incidence of bleeding manifestations.  We determined 

Figure 1.

a bleeding manifestation. Looking at the group with 

bleeding (hematemesis or melena). The demographic 

results are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Characteristics of study subjects in relation to APTT and PPT results

Characteristics Prolonged APTT 
 (n=21)

Normal APTT 
(n=22)

Prolonged PPT
(n=20)

Normal PPT 
(n=23)

Age  mean (SD) yr 7.60 (2.66) 7.47 (2.9) 7.70 (2.64) 7.39 (2.89)
Sex, n (%)
      male 11 (26) 6 (14) 8 (19) 9 (21)

Nutritional status, n (%)
      malnourished 3 (7) 3 (7) 2 (4.7) 4 (9)
      normal 18 (42) 18 (42) 18 (42) 18 (42)
      obese 0 1 (2) 0 1 (2)
Duration of fever at home, mean (SD) yr 4.10 (0.7) 4.09 (0.68) 4.15 (0.59) 4.04 (0.77)
Temperature, mean (SD) oC 38.05 (1.02) 37.82 (0.81) 37.75 (1) 38.09 (0.82)
Laboratory tests, mean (SD)
      Lowest WBC, K/μL 2.82 (1.19) 3.26 (1.71) 3.09 (1.35) 3.01 (1.61)
      Lowest HB, g/dL 11.23 (0.99) 11.14 (1.1) 11.37 (1.12) 11.02 (0.95)
      Highest HCT, % 46.81 (5.11) 45.38 (5.27) 47.74 (4.9) 44.64(5.09)
      Lowest PLT, K/μL 30.58 (18.24) 40.28 (23.42) 28.99(17.52) 41.24(23.1)
Bleeding manifestations, n  (%) 8 (18.6) 3 (7) 6 (11.6) 5 (11.6)

Figure 2. Hazard curve of bleeding manifestations in 
relation to APTT during observed period
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severe bleeding such gastrointestinal tract bleeding 
or internal organ bleeding. There were nine patients 

et al12 who performed a 

Narayanan et al  studied clinical symptoms and 

bleeding manifestations. Based on a study conducted 

et al14 found 

et al15

caused by multiple factors such as vasculopathy 

(coagulopathy).

was consumptive coagulation on most cases.

Abnormal fibrinolysis can occur as a consequence 

with metabolic acidosis and hypoxemia which leads 

worsens the bleeding.

(greater than the median) showed significantly greater 
risk of bleeding compared to patients with a normal 

in Figure 2.

bleeding manifestations. We found that the only 

Table 2.

Discussion

the disease are plasma leakage due to increased 

variable and ranging from a positive tourniquette 

melena) is the most frequent severe bleeding that leads 
to mortality. This study shows that all of the patients 

with mild bleeding manifestations such epistaxis 

Table 2.
bleeding manifestations during DHF

B P Exp(B) 95%CI

Age 0.015 0.914 1.015 0.78 to 1.33

Sex -0.410 0.584 0.664 0.153 to 2.87

Duration of fever -0.398 0.467 0.672 0.23 to1.96

Lowest PLT level 0.002 0.911 0.998 0.96 to 1.04

Highest HCT level -0.025 0.725 0.975 0.85 to1.12

APTT 1.399 0.021 2.052 1.92 to 3.90

PPT -0.120 0.871 0.887 0.21 to 3.74
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and intrinsic coagulation system during the cascade. 
This study found that there was a significant 

that there is a defect in the intrinsic cascade of 

permeability due to release of  inflammatory mediators 

Increase of capillary permeability leads to plasma 

cells can be damaged by inflammation; this can be seen 

the liver cells further decreases coagulation factors 

factors due to low synthesis or high consumption; this 

indicates that there are defects in the intrinsic and 
extrinsic cascades.

Another study that showed had similar results 
et al19 who conducted a 

prospective study on the bleeding mechanism during 

et al  in Taiwan 

Wills et al11 studied coagulation defects during 

with bleeding. This different result is because all of 

values may be used as a predictor for bleeding 

confirm our findings in different patient populations. 
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